
MILLENNIUM



MILLENNIUM | HIGHEST STANDARD OF QUALITY

Millennium features the finest materials available, including the highest grade Cherry, Maple, Oak and Walnut veneers, and a uniquely
durable finish. Leather desk top inlays, and moveable Paper Managers are features that help create distinctive and functional workspaces.
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MILLENNIUM | FUTURE READY

Millennium can successfully team, conference and move with your work. A variety of non-handed and reconfigurable pieces have 
been incorporated so that the future possibilities are virtually endless. Mobile components increase the day-to-day flexibility of all our
products so that offices can be used in a variety of ways by the same user, or re-configured for future use.
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MILLENNIUM | A TEAM PLAYER

With its curvaceous shapes and gentle curves, Millennium is ideal for incorporating meeting space into the private office environment.
The selection of shapes and sizes mean that every workspace can be designed to allow a multitude of working and teaming 
applications. New hinged modesty panels provide easier and fast access to walls behind your suite. 
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MILLENNIUM | ENDLESS CONFIGURATIONS

The extensive selection of products, sizes, shapes and options within Millennium provide a single solution for a workspace. With such
varied choice in products – private office furniture, reception, conference, storage and occasional tables – the understated elegance of
Millennium offers virtually endless possibilities. Millennium now features Tackboard Organizers for paper, hanging files, binders and CD’s
– keeping work in sight and easily accessible, yet organized and clear of the worksurface.
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MILLENNIUM | TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT

Millennium is well prepared to address the need for effective technology management. Cable management cavity desks effectively hide
excess cable and allow for convenient access to power and data links. Optional hinged modesty panels and cable management 
cut-outs for cable transfer provide complete flexibility for cable management. A variety of power and data grommets feature easy 
plug-in at the worksurface level, and above the worksurface in tackboards, for all electrical, phone, modem and network connections.
Cable management raceways mounted beneath the worksurface keep source cables hidden from view.
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MILLENNIUM | STORAGE

Included in the line are lateral files, bookcases, library shelving, combination filing and bookcase units in several widths, depths and
heights. New features for Millennium include mobile pedestals with an upholstered seat option and curved corner bookcases in all heights.
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MILLENNIUM | THOUSANDS OF COMBINATIONS

New options within the Millennium series include perforated metal modesty panels and frameless glass doors. Wardrobes feature a
chrome hanging bar for coat and jacket storage and a rubber boot mat. Mobile pedestals are available with an upholstered seat 
cushion to make them multi-functional.



MILLENNIUM | STORAGE
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For the full Reception program, please visit www.krug.ca

MILLENNIUM | WORKSTATIONS & RECEPTION
The Millennium Reception line complements our extensive offering of casegoods. The standard 42" high transaction top is available in straight
or bow top versions. Available options include laminate inlays as a worksurface option on reception desks, and reveals in a grid pattern.
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